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Abstract. This position paper, investigates a way to improve the reusabil-
ity of legacy tools in specific contexts (defined by specific metamodels).
The approach is based on a dedicated language for co-evolution, called
Modif. Its associated process involves two model migrations. The first
one (Migration), allows to put data under the scope of a legacy tool.
The second one (Reverse Migration), allows to put the legacy tool’s out-
put back into the original specific context. The approach is generalized
by introducing the notion of dependency graph. It specifies the relations
between the legacy tool’s input and the legacy tool’s output. The depen-
dency graph is then used to address some complexities of the Reverse
Migration. The improvement is illustrated by the reuse of a flattener tool
defined on a specific metamodel of FSM (finite state machines).
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1 Introduction

Reuse is the act of using an asset in different systems [2]. In DSML (Domain-
Specific Modeling Languages), the reuse of legacy tools reduces the cost of pro-
ducing the entire tool support of a DSML. The reuse is also employed in other
contexts such as model transformations, [6] proposes reusing transformations
instead of rewrite them.

The reuse brings up some difficulties with it; for example, when a designer is
defining specific functions for the DSML, he frequently notices that the functions
are already provided by a legacy tool. Nevertheless, they were developed for a
variant of his metamodel.

In this regard, the aim of reusing, raises two questions: how the DSML model
can be adapted to be conform to the legacy tool’s metamodel? And how the
output of the legacy tool can be adapted in return to the DSML context?

Modif [1] [5] addresses those two questions. Figure 1 shows the operations
performed by Modif to handle the interactions between the elements of the two
contexts (DSML and legacy tool). The DSML context’s metamodel MM, its
conforming model M1, the legacy tool context’s metamodel MM’ and the legacy
tool Tool are those we aim at reusing. Then, from M1, the objective is to obtain
M2, M3 and M4 automatically.



M1 has to be adapted to be M2, with the purpose of match the legacy tool
context. The adaptation is achieved by the Modif’s Adaptation step. In accor-
dance with the principles of co-evolution between metamodels and models, Adap-
tation performs Refactoring operations at the metamodel level and Migration at
the model level [3] [8]. Once Tool has processed M3 from M2, it is necessary
to adapt it to the DSML context by producing M4. The Reverse Migration is
achieved by the Modif’s Contextualization step, thanks to the relational notion
of key.

The process compound of Adaptation (M1 to M2), Tool and Contextualization
(M3 to M4) correspond to the Tool reuse.

It is important to notice that a common operation performed during Mi-
gration is the deletion of unnecessary information (slicing operation [7]). Then,
the keys mechanism allows to recover at Contextualization, the instances that
have been deleted during Migration. This approach based on keys, presents some
limits when the legacy tool creates of aggregates different instances. Hence, the
interest of find a mechanism able to contextualize deleted instances, but also the
new ones.
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Fig. 1. Legacy tool reuse’s process realized by Modif

In this paper, we aim at improving the Modif’s keys mechanism [5] by using
a dedicated dependency graph. Such graph determines the set of instances from
the legacy tool’s input that have been used to update or create an instance of
the legacy tool’s output.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the background
of this work and some motivations to improve the keys mechanism, in order
to make a correct contextualization. It takes into account the links between
Migration and Reverse Migration. Then, we present the proposition to assist
the user in the process of putting back the legacy tool’s output into his DSML
context. We finally conclude the paper and give some perspectives.



2 Background and Motivation

In a simple example we show the tool reuse process and why Reverse Migration
is a key problem.

Adaptation Modif’s Adaptation is based on co-evolution operators (e.g. up-
date, delete) like classically proposed by [4]. A legacy tool is defined for a spe-
cific usage, and its metamodel includes less concepts than a DSML metamodel
proposes. Then, the most used operators for adaptation are rename and delete.

Tool The input and the output of the legacy tool Tool conform to the same
metamodel. Tool executes creation, update and deletion.

Contextualization Modif [5] proposes a keys mechanism. A key is an attribute
associated to each instance of M1 that uniquely identifies it. The keys allow to
keep a relationship between instances of M1 and those still exist in M2 and M3
after Migration and Tool application. Then, M4 is built by adding M3 instances
and instances that have been deleted during Adaptation.

This is possible by applying the concept of relational natural join of rela-
tional databases. The relationships between instances are also built reusing the
keys information. Thus, instances of the legacy tool’s output are reconnected to
the instances that have been recovered. New instances cannot be reconnected to
other instances, and an instance of M3 can be reconnected to only one existing
instance of M1.

To illustrate the approach and its limits, a case study of simple FSM is
presented:

– MM defines the concepts of State, Transition, Action (associated to states)
and Event (associated to transition). A state can contain other states inside
it (hierarchical finite state machine);

– MM’ is the metamodel of input data expected by a flattener legacy tool, it
is similar to MM, except that it does not contain actions;

– M1 (Figure 2) is a state-machine model conforms to MM. It is composed of a
super-state with two actions, a substate with one action, a substate without
actions, and two transitions;

– M2 (Figure 2) is an adaptation of M1, in which actions are deleted;

– Tool is a flattener legacy tool that removes hierarchy by producing atomic
states (aggregation of super-states and states). For each super-state, all sub-
states are renamed and itself is removed. The renaming is done by concate-
nating the super-state’s name and the substate’s name;

– M3 (Figure 2) depicts the legacy tool’s output. Actions have to be reinte-
grated to it;



– M4 (Figure 2) illustrates the result of the Reverse Migration by using the
keys mechanism. The action run1 is recovered and reconnected to running
nominal. The actions start and stop are lost because they are associated to
the super-state running that does not exist after tool application.

Figure 2 illustrates the way in which the states evolve and the keys are
propagated. Only Ki by characterizing a state concept are shown. This exam-
ple underlines the limits of the approach by only using keys mechanism. The
actions associated to a super-state cannot be recovered automatically. And, if
Tool performs creation of new instances instead of updating the existing ones, it
is not possible to recover any deleted action. In this case, either instances that
have been deleted in Migration are lost, or specific user code has to be added to
improve the Reverse Migration.
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Fig. 2. States’ evolution in a tool’s reuse process

The major difficulties in the context of tool reuse are:

– Reverse Migration is not limited to be an inverse Migration, because of Con-
textualization, for example by using keys;

– Contextualization is not limited on adaptation, because it depends also on
the legacy tool’s behavior impact.

When Tool creates new instances, information about the relation between the
new instances and the existing ones is missing. We propose to add information
about the tool behavior impact on Reverse Migration.

3 Approach

3.1 Proposition

We present a proposition to enhance Modif and its keys mechanism, by intro-
ducing the notion of dependency graph. A dependency graph is considered a
specification of the legacy tool. It specifies the dependencies between each in-
stance of the legacy tool’s output and a set of instances of the legacy tool’s
input. The set is compound of the instances that are involved in the creation



or modification of the legacy tool’s input instance. All types of instances can
participate in the creation or update of other instances.

In this paper, the dependency graph is obtained by instrumenting the legacy
tool. We log each concept of the legacy tool’s output and the set of concepts of
the legacy tool’s input that participates in its creation or modification.

For the case study of FSM, Reverse Migration is applied to M3 using the
keys mechanism, in order to recover deleted actions. Moreover, we also use the
information given by the dependency graph to reconnect more actions. For this
example, the relations between input and output of the legacy tool are shown in
Figure 3. Now, the challenge is how to use this information to keep the recovered
instances and to reconnect them.
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Fig. 3. Relation between the flattener’s input and output

Reverse Migration is parameterized by Adaptation (initial model and keys),
dependency graph (tool behavior) and legacy tool’s output. From those param-
eters, the generated code can be executed to get a contextualized final model.

The process performed by the generated code to produce the final model is:

– to make an identical copy of each instance of the tool’s output, taking into
account its attributes and its references;

– to use the keys to identify the deleted instances;
– to recover the links to deleted instances and filter them by type, using the

information provided by the dependency graph. The filter allows to recover
instances of the appropriate type. We consider that an instance may be
created from only instances of the same type (e.g. states are created from
states);

– to offer an extension point in which the user can specialize the by default
behavior by defining its customized behavior. If there is not customized be-
havior, only by default behavior is executed.



3.2 Experimentation

The approach is experimented with the case study of flattening finite state ma-
chines.

The following is the by default behavior proposed to reconnect each recovered
action:

R1 If its related state in M1 still exists in M3; the action is automatically con-
nected to it;

R2 If the state no longer exists in M3, but another states of M1 are related to
it and they still exist; then, the action is connected to all of them;

R3 If the state no longer exists in M3 neither the state related to it; then, the
action is not connected to any state.

An excerpt of the code generated by Modif is shown in Listing 1.1. function
is the main function, it takes as parameters the legacy tool output M3model,
the dependency graph dicoKeys (it contains also the keys) and the initial model
M1model).

Listing 1.1. Generated main class for the state machine example

public c lass ReverseMigrat ion {
migrat ion (new DefaultBehavior ( ) ) ;
migrat ion (new CustomizedBehavior ( ) ) ;

// Reverse Migration
f ina l void f unc t i on (M3 M3model , Key dicoKeys , M1 M1model ){

for (M3. State s t a t e : M3StatesList ){

// re l a t ed entry act ions of an s t a t e
r e la tedEntryAct ions=getRelatedEntryAct ions ( s tate , dicoKeys , M1model ) ;

// re l a t ed e x i t act ions of an s t a t e
r e l a t edEx i tAc t i on s=getRelatedEntryAct ions ( s tate , dicoKeys , M1model ) ;

for (M1. State r e l a t e d : r e l a t e dS t a t e s ){

// by de f au l t behavior
byDefault . connectEntryAction ( s tate , r e la tedEntryAct ions ) ;
byDefault . connectExitAct ion ( s tate , r e l a t edEx i tAc t i on s ) ;

// customized behavior
customized . connectEntryAction ( s tate , r e la tedEntryAct ions ) ;

}
}

. . .

Listing 1.2 shows the functions connectEntryAction and connectExitAction.
They are responsible for reconnect entry and exit actions to the states, tak-
ing into account the information gathered from the dependency graph. These
functions execute the behavior defined in R1, R2 and R3.

If the designer does not agree the by default behavior, he can specialize the
code by integrating his requirements. An example of the customized behavior
defined by an user is (Listing 1.3):

D1 If the recovered action is an entry one, it is reconnected to only initial states
(the attribute initial is set to true): it is an adaptation of R1;



D2 If the action is an exit one, it is reconnected to all states: it was already
defined by R2.

Listing 1.2. By default behavior for the state machine example

public c lass DefaultBehavior implements Migrat ion{

// Function to reconnect entry act ions
public void connectEntryAction

(M3. State s tate , E l i s t<M1. Action> r e la tedEntryAct ions ){
. . .

}

// Function to reconnect e x i t ac t ions
public void connectExitAct ion

(M3. State s tate , E l i s t<M1. Action> r e la tedEntryAct ions ){
. . .

}

Listing 1.3. Customized behavior for the state machine example

public c lass CustomizedBehavior extends DefaultBehavior {
. . .
public void connectEntryAction

( State s tate , ArrayList<Action> r e la tedEntryAct ions ){
i f ( s t a t e . i s I n i ( ) ){
for ( Action ac t i on : r e la tedEntryAct ions ){
s t a t e . setEntry ( ac t i on ) ;

}
. . .

Figure 4 presents the result of executing R1; run1 is reconnected because run-
ning nominal still exists after flattening. Figure 5 presents the result of executing
R2; start and stop are reconnected because running was involved in the update
of the two substates. In this example, there are not changes while executing R3.
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The final model obtained by following the by default behavior and then the
customized behavior is presented in Figure 6. All actions are recovered and re-
connected. run1 still related to running nominal. start is deleted from running
degraded because it is not an initial state. stop still is connected to all states.

This approach allows to keep at Reverse Migration, the DSML instances
deleted during Migration. Contrary to the result obtained by using only the keys



mechanism, the dependency graph allows to reconnect all actions without lost.
Even if the legacy tool performs creation.

4 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we present an approach to facilitate the legacy tool’s reuse process.
In particular, it improves the Reverse Migration for legacy tool’s reuse by means
of a dependency graph. The dependency graph provides a specification of the
legacy tool to be reused. It enables to recover DSML instances deleted before
using the legacy tool and to reintegrate them to its original DSML context.

Migration is metamodel dependent only; Reverse Migration is metamodel
dependent, tool’s behavior dependent, Migration dependent and original model
dependent.

We are now working on the formalization of Migration and Reverese Migra-
tion. The approach will be experimented by reusing some legacy tools in the
context of video transmission and coding in MPSoC.
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